Absrruct-The fastest conventional Viterhi decoding method processes all states in parallel, but still decodes code symbols sequentially. In order to decode faster than this rate, parallel methods must be developed to break the processing into independent state-parallel decoding tasks. This paper discusses parallel Viterbi decoding for two different cases: uncontrollable sources and controllable sources. For general, uncontrollable Markov processes, we extend a previously known parallel method to a hierarchical parallel decoding approach, which achieves a lower latency. For controllable Markov sources in telecommunications applications, we propose new parallel decoding methods by controlling the source processes in appropriate ways. This paper focuses on the parallel decoding methods for controllable sources because these methods have zero processing overhead. Because the methods modify the coding process, they bring positive changes to framing and negative changes to latency and code performance. However, we can adjust the parameters of the methods to make the degradation negligible. Because of their low overhead, the methods are most attractive for high-speed decoders for convolutional and trellis codes, and also applicable to other sequential algorithms for suboptimal decoding and estimation of complex Markov sources.
the VA can maximize its throughput by selecting minimalmetric paths for all states in parallel, because path selcctions for different states in the same stage are mutually independent. If 7 denotes the processing time for a state, the throughput of a state-parallcl implementation, or the throughput upper bound, is 1 / r symbols per second.
The 1 /~ bound originates from data dependency of the VA, and thus qualifies as a general bound to any conventionallyimplemented VA. For example, the methods in [8]- [10] use different ways of mapping the VA to VLSI architectures, but since the data dependency remains unchanged, the throughput bound is the same.
To bypass the l/r throughput bound, we must modify the data dependency so that a state-parallel VA processor can simultaneously compute several stages of trellis. To achieve this, we have two alternatives. First is to consider path selections for multiple trellis stages and change the computational sequence or structure of these multistage path selections. If the new computational sequence or structure requires a shorter processing time, usually at the expense of additional hardwarc, we achieve a speedup. Similar linear-complexity methods2 based on this approach have been proposed independently [11]- [14] . In Section 11, we extend the basic method in [13] , [14] using a more general computational hierarchy. The advantage of the method is that it has a shorter processing latency.
The previous approach, parallel decoding by changing the computation structure, seems to be general. However, its complexity overhead is proportional to the amount of the speed and also to the number of states. If we want to speed up the throughput significantly, the hardware overhead becomes unacceptably high. Similarly, this approach is not suitable for parallel decoding for sources with a large state space. Therefore, this approach is limited by its complexity overhead.
The other approach to parallel decoding is to relax dependency betwccn decoding of different code symbols so that we can break the decoding process into independent tasks. Several low-complexity methods have been proposed [15], [16] especially for telecommunication applications and will be summarized in the following.
The parallel method in [IS], [25] is suitable for decoding applications with the convergence property. That is, the method assumes that when decoded from a wrong initial state, a survivor path converges to the right path after a finite length of ' Linear complexity means that thc complexity of the method is proportional to the speed improvement.
009M778/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE trellis (forward convergence). The method also assumes that all survivor paths originate from a common path some stages back (backward convergence). Using the convergence property, the decoder independently decodes different segments of code symbols from an arbitrary state, finds the survivor paths within the segments, and retains part of the paths that converge to the correct ones. Errors happen when the selected paths do not converge to the correct ones within the expected time of convergence. The overhead of the method is proportional to the time of convergence, and therefore can be significant for codes with slow convergence rates.
The the data stream from an information source is interleaved into independent encoders, and then recombined through multiplexing. Therefore the combined encoded sequence is composed of independent substreams which can be decoded in parallel. The interleaved method can achieve an arbitrary speedup without overhead but not without other limitations.
To use the interleaved method, the encoder has to anticipate an appropriate value of speedup, thus predetermining the maximum throughput at source. This makes the interleaved method inappropriate for variable-rate applications. For example, in store-and-forward communication networks with time stamps, a decoder may have to meet a certain deadline for processing a specific message or data packet. The required throughput may exceed the dynamic range of the decoder throughput if the interleaved method is used. Another limitation to the method is that interleaved coding may be infeasible in applications like decoding for continuousphase modulations and channels with inter-symbol interference.
Because of the limitation of the previous methods, in Section 111, we propose two new methods to break the decoding process into independent tasks for controlluble Markov sources. By controllable we mean either the input to the Markov source or the memory of the Markov source is externally (periodically) accessible. For example, for general finite-state-machine encoders, our methods change only the input to the encoders or the memory content (initial state) of the encoder, but not the state transition function or the output function. The major advantage of our methods is that they do not incur processing overheads.
In Section IV, we will show that they have other side benefits which make them attractive system-lcvel solutions. Another advantage of our methods, pointed out in the conclusion, is that they apply to other sequential decoding algorithms as well.
This paper focuses mostly on the parallel methods for controllable Markov sources, because they can provide a very high throughput improvement for decoding complex codes with very little overhead. Our general method in Section
I1
requires a lower latency but still a significant overhead like other general methods [11]-[14] , and therefore should be used only for uncontrollable sources.
For simplicity, this paper addresses mostly decoding applications of the VA, and in particular, decoding for convolutional and trellis codes. Extensions to other codes and applications are possible but will not be elaborated here. 
PARALLEL DECODING FOR UNCONTROLLABLE SOURCES
Here we define a few terms for the convenience of description. We define the number of trellis stagcs (or code symbols) that can be processed independently as the concurrency level of the decoding method. The conventional VA implementation processes the trellis stage by stage [I] , and thus its concurrency level is 1. In principle, the concurrency level of a method defines how much faster the method is than the conventional implementation. For example, if a decoding method processes three stages of trellis simultaneously, with similar computational complexity per stage, the method runs three times faster, or has a speeedup of 3.
As described in the introduction, modifying the computation structure of the VA may improve the decoding throughput. We Consider the hierarchical method for the example in Fig* 1 , where the state size S of the trellis is 4. First, break the original trellis into segments of M I stages each, as illustrated in Fig. l(a) for A41 = 4. Then for each segment, use the VA to find the minimal-metric paths between each possible beginning and ending state of the segment. This can be donc, for example, by running a conventional Viterbi algorithm S times, each for a different beginning state with the initial metric of that beginning state set to zero and all others to infinity. Then the final survivors at the end of trellis segments contain the minimal-metric paths starting from that beginning state. In practice, we can decide all minimal-metric paths within the segments in one pass of the VA by tagging metrics with corresponding beginning states.
Next, construct a new trellis at a higher layer by representing the minimal-metric paths of the MI-stage trellis as branches. Specifically, connect each possible pair of beginning and ending state of the minimal-metric paths with a branch, as shown in Fig. l(b 
M . stages of the original trellis at layer 1. The basic speedup depends on the concurrency level, or the number of segments at each trellis layer. (See our definition of the concurrency level at the beginning of Section 11.) At layer one, the original trellis, the concurrency level is ntz,' M,. At layer I , 1 < 1 < L -1,the concurrency level is nk: : , , M,.
In practice, because at layer L -1 and lower the trellis is finite and segmented, we can apply pipelining and parallelism to make hardware operate even faster for these layers. Thus, the throughput is limited only by sequential path selections for the continuous, semi-inifinte super-trellis at layer L. Because a stage of the super-trellis corresponds to nfzt M, stages of the original trellis, the potential speedup is nfl: M,, which can, in principle, grow without bound. However, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , path selection in the super-trellis is more complex than in the original trellis. Therefore, when we use binary comparators for path selections, the actual speedup is
where S is the state size and A is the input alphabet size of the source encoder. (In figure 1, A = 2 and S = 4, and thus the actual speedup is two thirds of n,",: Mz.)
In an S-state trellis, the conventional VA implementation requires S path selections per stage. The hierarchical method, in contrast, runs the conventional VA S times within each segment, once for each initial state. Therefore, the processing complexity at layer one is S2 path selections per trcllis stage.
We define the overhead of a method as the ratio of its processing complexity over that of the conventional VA. The overhead of the hierarchical method is about ( S 2 / S ) = S, or more accuratelv:
takes the same amount of time as a comparison.
4Path selections involve additions too. Here we assume that an addition comparable complcxity. Thus, a path selection among S paths requires S 5Here we assume that the decoder uses binary comparators and adders with additions and X -1 binary comparisons. We also assume that all high-level trellises are fully connected.
The advantage of the general hierarchical method over the fixed two-layer hierarchy methods [ll] , [ 121 is the flexibility in adjusting processing delay. For example, a two-layer method with a speedup comparable to the three-layer hierarchy in Fig. 1 requires the segnlcnt length be M I = 12. The processing delay is the time for proccssing 12 stages of first-layer trellis (sequentially) and for 1 stage of second-layer trellis, a total of 13 units. In contrast, the three-layer hierarchy can minimize delay by processing segments in parallel, and the processing delay is for 4 stages of first-layer trellis, 3 stages of second-layer trellis, and 1 stage of third-layer trellis. The total is 8 units as opposed to 13 for the two-layer approach. The hierarchical method (including the two-layer methods) offers arbitrarily high throughput as long as the hardware and memory overhead is tolerable. For trellises with many states, like convolutional codes with a long constraint length, the overhead can be unacceptably high. Methods with much lower overhead are possible, as the next subsection shows, if the Markov source satisfies certain constraints.
CONTROLLED CODING METHODS
Another way of parallel decoding is to relax dependency between decoding of different code symbols. Our approach to this is by forcing the source/encoder memory to havc a finite propagation length. Specifically, we force the source to go through a certain known ground state after every Iv time units. Then the generated output symbols can be segmented into subblocks of N symbols each: where each subblock is associated with a finite segment of trellis evolving from the ground state. Because these trellis segments all start from the known ground state, the Viterbi estimation of these segments become independent and thus can be processed concurrently. The concurrency at the decoder is udimitrd, since any number of subblocks can be processed in parallel.
To be more specific, consider modifying the source process as in Fig. 2 . The counter repeatedly counts up to N and generates a signal to reset the memory content of the source/encoder. For example, the trcllis of a convolutional code encoded with the reset method in Fig. 2 would look like Fig. 3 . As another example, if the source process is a shift-register process, then the memory of the source/encoder can be driven to the ground state by shifting in a predetermined bit pattern as shown in Fig. 4 . For example, if the memory of the source/cncoder is a three-bit shift register, then shifting three bits of zero would make the shift register return to the zero state. Thus the trellis returns to the zero state every N time units if the encoder periodically takes N -3 bits of source input and then three zero bits. An example trellis of a convolutional code encoded with the zero-shifting method is shown in Fig. 5 . Note that the two methods apply to arbitrary choices of ground states by selecting the reset state or shifted bit patterns properly.
The unlimited decoding concurrency generated by using the controlled coding methods requires neither additional encoders nor decoder computational overhead. In practice, the code symbols from the source are buffered and partitioned into subblocks for parallel decoding. The controlled coding methods have an advantage over the interleaved method: the decoder concurrency is not predetermined by the encoder design, but rather by the buffer size. Although the reset method and the zero-shift method can be applied to any chosen ground state, there is no obvious reason why we should choose any ground state other than the zero state. However, if the source is less controllable, the capability of supporting multiple or dynamic ground states may be important. Another comment is that the zero-shift method is not limited to modifying shift register processes. When the source process is controllable in a strict sense, the source can be driven to a given state in a finite number of time steps. Given the number of steps required for driving a source to the ground state, we can generalize the zero-shift method to controllable sources by choosing the shifted-in-bit pattern dynamically.
Iv. PROPERTIES OF THE MODIFIED CODES
The controlled coding methods explicitly modify the source processes or the codes by periodically shifting zeros or resetting the encoder memory. As a result, the properties of the codes are different from those of conventional codes. In the following, we will consider the effect of such code modifications specific to applications in data communications over noisy channels.
A. Framing Advantages
In most data communications, the transmitted information is packed into frames before they are sent through the channel.
systems. Correct framing is also important for the controlled coding methods. In our controlled coding methods, the codec (coderidecoder) revisits the zero-state periodically, and thus supplies additional framing information automatically. We can use the decision feedback or monitoring method to extract this information and improve framing correctness.
The decision feedback method, as shown in Fig. 6 , is applicable if the sourcc is modified by the zero-shifting method. Recall that in the zero-shift method there is a zero tail (or a fixed pattern tail) at the end of each subblock. Thus, with reasonable code performance, the zero tail will appear periodically at the output of the decoder across subhlock boundaries. Wc can determine the positions of the periodic zero tails based on either the majority rule or the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion, which chooses the locations that best match the periodic tail bit pattern. Then the determined tail positions can be used for framing. Note that the derived framing information is enhanced by a coding gain.
The other method of extracting framing information is the monitoring method as shown in Fig. 7 , which is useful when the channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is high. The monitoring method exploits the fact that the first few code symbols (and also the last few code symbols if using the zero-shift method) in a subblock fall within a subset of possible code symbols. For example, only two possible code symbols, one for each branch, can appear at thc first position of the subblock associated with Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 , which is also tmc for the last position of the subblock associated with Fig. 5 . Thus framing information can be extracted by examining the positions where the received code symbols best satisfy these constraints, using either the ML criterion or majority rule.
The advantage of using the monitoring method is that the extraction of this additional framing information is totally independent of thc decoding process, resulting in laster acquisition. The disadvantage is that the extracted framing information may be less reliable, since it does not benefit from coding gain.
The supplementary framing information extracted with the two methods depends on the number of subblocks per frame. In the extreme, the framing information from subblocks, if sufficient, may outweight the information derived from the insertcd framing bits. For example, for channels with bursty errors, the framing information from the subblocks may be more reliable since this information is distributed among subblocks within the frame.
Latency
The controlled coding methods may induce additional decoding latency, because additional buffering is required to convert the serially incoming code symbols to parallel subblocks. However, the latency does not usually present a problem in real-time communication systems. For example, suppose a dedicated decoder using the controlled coding method has a buffering latency P subblocks where P is the concurrency level of the decoder. Obviously since the decoder is running P times faster than a conventional decoder, the buffering time delay is just the time required for decoding one subblock length of code symbols for a conventional decoder.
In practice, the outputs of the decoders are further delayed by the truncation length. The truncation length refers to the number of stages of a survivor path stored in the decoder memory. Therefore the truncation length is also the bit delay for running a sequential VA, or the difference of time indexes of the current output and input. From the previous discussion and the fact that the bit delay of the concurrent decoder is the sum of buffering bit delay N x P and the trancation length, we have the following relationship: T N P = truncation length of the conventional decoder. Usually N is at least five times larger than T,YP in order to provide a reasonable coding gain. If Tp x TI\',, the buffering latency ratio will be close to N/TNP.
Actual processing delay at the system level is a combination of buffering delay and decoder processing delay, which depends on the scheduling of subblock decoding. For a single pipelined decoder or for optimal scheduling, the latency for the controlled coding methods is described by the buffering time delay. And clearly the asymptotic ratio N/T,vp describes the tradeoff between the time delay and the subblock length, which is related to the code performance as will be shown below.
C. Code Performance
The zero-shift method gives a slight improvement in coding gain over the conventional method because the concurrent decoder can make no mistakes on the first state of each subblock and this limits the propagation length of error events in the decoder. Also the coding gain degradation due to the finite truncation length effect can be reduced by exploiting the converging trellis characteristics at the end of each subblock. The zero-shift method does suffer information rate loss. To simplify the comparison between the zero-shift and the reset method, the information-rate loss is expressed in terms of More generally, if two coding sources transmit the same amount of information with the same energy per (transmitted) bit, the total signal power is proportional to the total number of bits transmitted. Because the zero-shift method does not change the coding gain, the power penalty is the same as (3) where C-J and Cm,2 denote the information rates of two different coding methods. In particular, for a constraint-length v code (2"-l states) encoded with the zero-shift method with a subblock length N , a zero tail of v -1 bits is inserted for every N -v + 1 normal input bits. Therefore, the ratio of the information rate of the zero-shifted method to the information rate of the conventional method is ( N -v + l)/N. Thus, the equivalent SNR degradation is given by ASNR(dB) = 10 log ( N + i -v ) .
As v gets larger, the degradation is more serious, but becomes small if N is large (Le., if N >> v). We plot the asymptotic degradation against subblock length N in Fig. 8 for v = 4 and v = 7. As shown in the figure, the SNR degradation drops below 0.1 dB as N increases over 300 code symbols per subblock. Clearly the information rate loss is insignificant for most applications.
In contrast, the reset method causes no information-rate loss since the input and output hit rate of the encoder remain the same. However, the reset method suffers a small degradation in Fig. 9 . Code performance of the reset method at dil-ferent channel SNR's for the same constraint-length = 4, rate = 1/2 convolutional code. Note the logarithm bit error probability saturates as the subblock length increases. the coding gain, a result of periodically resetting the memory and truncating the trellis at the end of the subblocks. Since the decoder must output all the remaining survivors at the end of the subhlocks, the last few code symbols of each subblock suffer a loss in coding gain due to the insufficient truncation length. More specifically, the truncation length of a conventional decoder is usually set to at least 5 times the constraint length v to achieve most of the available coding gain [22]; this means that the last 5v data bits of each subblock have less coding gain? Of course, as each subblock gets longer, the less protccted data bits represent only a small percentage of the total data bits transmitted, and a long subblock length is again desirable to alleviate this problem.
The degradation in coding gain for the reset method cannot be derived by interpolating the code performance at varying truncation lengths, since the tail bits are not decoded independently, even though their equivalent truncation lengths are well-ordered from T p -1 to 1 . Shown in Figs. 9 and 10 are the code performance for v = 4, rate = 1/2 optimal convolutional code with a hard-quantized Viterbi decoder simulated directly 6The degradation depends on the channcl SNR, the code, and the quantization (soft or hard) of the decoder.
for different quality channels with a truncation length 20 and QPSK signaling. As predicted, the error rate goes down as the subblock length grows, and the coding gain saturates if the subblock length N is sufficiently large. The figures also show that if the channel SNR is relatively large, then we need longer subblocks to achieve the maximum coding gain.
In summary, both controlled coding methods provide framing advantages but suffer degradation in either the information ratc or thc coding gain, a degradation that becomes small as the subblock length gets larger. In most practical cases, the degradation is negligible. The zcro-shift mcthod usually has less (equivalent) SNR degradation than the reset method, but the choice of method may still depend on individual system rcquirements and characteristics. Increasing the subblock length N while holding the transmission speed fixed increases the required buffer size, since the buffer size is proportional to the product of N and the concurrency level P. Thus, decoding at high throughput with little performance degradation can he achieved with a longer latency.
As a final comment, the inserted zero bits of the zero-shift method can be further exploited in ways other than those previously described for framing. By monitoring the last v -1 We have shown that the two controlled coding methods are more eficient for controllable sources. These methods generate decoding concurrency without any processing overhead, and this can lead to throughput in the Gbps range. The buffering overhead of controlled coding methods coding methods is also smaller than that of general parallel methods? The methods are adaptive to channel requirements because we can control the degradation and throughput by adjusting the subblock length and the number of subblocks processed in parallel.
The controlled coding methods fit perfectly in 1) flexible processing environments, as in multiprocessor systems or in packet communication networks, 2) channels of combined or varying characteristics, as in ISDN, 3) high-bandwidth or high-quality channels, e.g., as those in local or optical communication networks, and 4) channels using complex trellis or convolutional codes.
The controlled coding methods can be combined with the conventional methods or methods described in Section I1 to generate concurrency with desired code properties. The generality of the controlled coding methods also suggests flexibility in implementations. As discussed in [13], the implementation can be in the form of parallel software on general processors, including pipelined DSP processors [23] , or specialized parallel or pipelined hardware. The specialized hardware, unlikc in [12] , does not require additional preprocessors for decoding. We can construct a specialized Viterbi decoder by pipelining8 the conventional state-parallel decoders [I]. The decoding rate is the same as the pipelining clock rate, and the number of subblocks interleaved into the decoder is the same as the numbcr of pipeline stages within the processing element. For complex trellis codes, the processing element is 'The buffering complexity of general parallel methods is approximately O(S'~\-P), and the buffering complexity of the controlled coding methods is O(SdVP) where S is thc statc size, S is h f l or the subblock length, P is nr=* or the number of subblocks processed in parallel. L-I of the conventional state-parallel decoder.
'Specifically, we insert pipeline latches in each parallel proccssing element more complex, and hence we can gain more speedup from pipelining. (Ideally there is no limit on the number of pipeline stages within the processing element.) In contrast, the clock rate of hardware implementation of general parallel methods like [12] depends on the complexity of the processing element. Therefore, the control coding methods are more suitable for decoding complex trellis codes.
Our controlled coding methods can also improve the throughput of suboptimal estimators using other sequential algorithms [24]. For example, we can simply decode individual subblocks independently with the algorithm, and implement a pipelined or parallel suboptimal estimator based on the principle described above for the VA. Again we improve the decoding throughput without any processing overhead. Because the major advantage of suboptimal algorithms is their low complexity, this zero-overhead property makes the controlled coding methods an attractive option for decoding long constraint-length codes and estimating controllable Markov processes with large state sizes. 
